Electron Temperature Control in a Double Plasma Device by Selective Charging of Multi Grid Assembly
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Abstract

A double plasma device comprising of two isolated SS304 chambers namely, source and target plasma chambers is used to develop understanding on mechanism involved in realizing a control on electron temperature in the target region. Electron temperature is controlled locally as well as radially by charging a single grid and by charging radially, different regions of a multiple grid assembly. Unmagnetized plasma is produced in the grounded source chamber at a fill Argon pressure of $3 \times 10^{-4}$ mbar by applying a bias voltage of -70V with respect to a multi filamentary plasma source. The target chamber receives primarily the diffused plasma from the source chamber. The role of floating and biased grids, grid transparency and Debye screening are investigated in the two chambers for the control on plasma parameters. Observations with floating grid demonstrate significant reduction of $\sim 50\%$ and 70\% in electron temperature and plasma density respectively in the target region. For two different grid bias ranges, plasma cooling and heating is observed in the target region. Plasma cooling is seen for a grid bias between -25 to 0 V and plasma heating for 0 to +15V for grid( mesh size =0.8mm) without really disturbing the source plasma. More prominent heating is observed for larger mesh sized grids. We have successfully established a correlation between mesh size and control on plasma parameters and have shown that control is more prominent when the ratio of source to target density is maximum. The EEDF analysis depicts suppression and enhancement of energetic electrons for the cooling and heating grid bias domains. We expanded this concept for realizing a radial control of electron temperature by charging differently a cassette of radially separated, isolated concentric multiple grids for the two bias ranges. Using this concept, a radial control on electron temperature with gradient scale length of $\leq 10\text{ cm}$ is achieved. Detailed results on developed understanding on the mechanism involved will be presented in the conference.
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